Ion-induced rectification of nanoparticle quantized capacitance charging in aqueous solutions.
Ion-induced rectification of nanoparticle quantized capacitance charging was studied using nanoparticle self-assembled monolayers in aqueous solutions in the presence of some unique electrolyte ions. The rectified charging features were interpreted on the basis of a Randles equivalent circuit where the binding of hydrophobic electrolyte ions to surface-confined particle molecules led to the manipulation of the electrode interfacial capacitance. It was found that the rectification effects were directly related to the ion hydrophobicity, manifested by the cathodic (anodic) shift of the onset potential with anions (cations) of increasing hydrophobicity Additionally, the voltammetric responses evolved from those similar to conventional molecular diodes to those of quantized charging rectifiers with increasing anion hydrophobicity. Electron-transfer kinetics evaluated by using various electrochemical methods yielded a rate constant within the range of 10-100 s(-1) which decreased with increasing length of the alkyl spacers with a coupling coefficient (beta) within the range of 0.8-0.9. Comparisons with conventional electroactive functional moieties were also discussed.